Readings for Alice Parker's lecture, "The Music in the Words: Rhythm, Pitch and Phrasing in Two Worlds".

*Heavenly Hurt*

Texts by Emily Dickinson
Music by Alice Parker

I

There’s a certain Slant of light,  
Winter Afternoons –  
That oppresses, like the Heft  
Of Cathedral Tunes –

Heavenly Hurt, it gives us –  
We can find no scar,  
But internal difference,  
Where the Meanings, are –

None may teach it – Any –  
’Tis the Seal Despair –  
An imperial affliction  
Sent us of the Air –

When it comes, the Landscape listens –  
Shadows – hold their breath –  
When it goes, ‘tis like the Distance  
On the look of Death –

(J 258, Fr 320)

II

The Bustle in a House
The Morning after Death
Is solemnest of industries
Enacted upon Earth –

The Sweeping up the Heart
And putting Love away
We shall not want to use again
Until Eternity.

(J 1078, Fr 1108)

III

Under the Light, yet under,  
Under the Grass and the Dirt,  
Under the Beetle’s Cellar  
Under the Clover’s Root,  

Further than Arm could stretch  
Were it Giant long,  
Further than Sunshine could  
Were the Day Year long,  

Over the Light, yet over,  
Over the Arc of the Bird –  
Over the Comet’s chimney –  
Over the Cubit’s Head,  

Over the Light, yet under,  
Over the Grass and the Dirt,  
Under the Beetle’s Cellar  
Under the Clover’s Root,  

Further than Arm could stretch  
Were it Giant long,  
Further than Sunshine could  
Were the Day Year long,  

Over the Light, yet over,  
Over the Arc of the Bird –  
Over the Comet’s chimney –  
Over the Cubit’s Head,  

Further than Guess can gallop  
Further than Riddle ride –  
Oh for a Disc to the Distance  
Between Ourselves and the Dead!

(J 949, Fr 1068)

IV

Behind Me – dips Eternity –  
Before Me – Immortality –  
Myself – the Term between –

Death but the Drift of Eastern Gray
Dissolving into Dawn away,
Before the West begin –

’Tis Kingdoms – afterward – they say –  
In perfect – pauseless Monarchy –
Whose Prince – is Son of None –
Himself – His Dateless Dynasty –
Himself – Himself diversify –
In Duplicate divine –

’Tis Miracle before Me – then –
’Tis Miracle behind – between –
A Crescent in the Sea –
With Midnight to the North of Her –
And Midnight to the South of Her –
And Maelstrom – in the Sky –

(J 721, Fr 743)
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V

A Shade upon the mind there passes
As when on Noon
A Cloud the mighty Sun encloses
Remembering

That some there be too numb to notice
Oh God
Why give if Thou must take away
The Loved?

(J 882, Fr 1114)

VI

There is a pain – so utter –
It swallows substance up –
Then covers the Abyss with Trance –
So Memory can step
Around – across – upon it –
As one within a Swoon –
Goes safely – where an open eye –
Would drop Him – Bone by Bone.

(J 599, Fr 515)

VII

The Love a Life can show Below
Is but a filament, I know,
Of that diviner thing
That faints upon the face of Noon –
And smites the Tinder in the Sun –
And hinders Gabriel’s Wing –

‘Tis this – in Music – hints and sways –
And far abroad on Summer days –
Distils uncertain pain –
‘Tis this enamors in the East –
And tints the Transit in the West
With harrowing Iodine –

‘Tis this – invites – appalls – endows –
Flits – glimmers – proves – dissolves –
Returns – suggests – convicts – enchant –
Then – flings in Paradise –

(J 673, Fr 285)